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Laguna Hills, CA (3 December 2017) –
In the face of countless and ongoing
tragedies, suffering, and madness in the
world at this time, which so many have
been finding increasingly difficult to
endure, now, more than ever, is the time to come together in unity—regardless of race, creed, sexual
orientation, or belief system. 

On 16 November 2017, during a live recording of one of his bi-monthly webcasts, 
spiritual Master Louix Dor Dempriey delivered a profound message to the world, offering a unique and
Divine perspective on what is happening in the world today—and how each of us has the power to
change it.

In this one-hour recording, Louix guides the listener through a sublime meditation and rite of passage
that not only provides a much-needed vision of hope and promise—evoking an enduring sense of
peace and equanimity within—but which also will bring about actual and profound change in this
world.  

If you, like so many, are wondering, “But what can I do to help effect change in the world?”…. watch
and/or listen to this recording. As Louix reminds us:  

All it takes is one.

Louix Dor Dempriey leads frequent events world-wide through the Louix Dor Dempriey Foundation,
including an annual live-in 6-day New Year’s Eve Retreat. Louix’s 2017 retreat will be held at The
Country Place Retreat Centre, located in the Dandenong Ranges, just outside Melbourne, Australia,
from 29 December 2017 to 3 January 2018. 

For more information, please visit:  http://www.Louix.org/new-years-eve-retreat/  
For information about all of Louix’s events, please visit: http://www.louix.org/events/ 

About the Louix Dor Dempriey Foundation 

The Louix Dor Dempriey Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit educational organization dedicated to
sharing the teachings and humanitarian works of Louix Dor Dempriey. Its mission is to help people
remember and restore their inherent divinity, and to walk in this world as unconditional love.

Louix Dor Dempriey is a spiritual Master who has dedicated his life to helping other people attain self-
mastery in all areas of their lives, so that they, too, can experience true joy and inner peace,
regardless of worldly circumstances. Louix's darshan, as well as his illuminating discourses,
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meditations, and ceremonies, have invoked profound transformation in thousands of people
worldwide. With grace and humor, Louix imparts timeless wisdom in contemporary, practical
teachings—that transcend all faiths, paths, religions, and cultures. He resides at Prema Drala Ashram
in Laguna Hills, California. 

For more information, please visit: http://www.Louix.org.
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